More than two new colors

Quality, sophistication, and exclusivity have defined ABB’s signature range Millenium for years.

The world has changed, interior design has evolved, and Millenium has responded by providing new options to cater for the needs of modern living spaces.
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Ready for a warmer future

Today more than ever, whether at home or when a visiting hotel, we need spaces that provide a sense of safety and comfort.

Marble, glass, and metal have given way to new design trends where warmer colors inspired by natural elements such as coffee beans, earth or sand evoke a greater sense of well-being.

The two new colors Mocha Brown and Dune Sand are inspired by these familiar elements to bring a warm feeling to the interior design of contemporary spaces. A 0.6 mm paint coating is applied over the top quality steel resulting in an unobtrusive piece of furniture that is both tactile and visually appealing.

The Millenium family

Six painted colors over stainless steel plates and two Chemically Strengthened Glass (CSG) finishes complete the color palette.